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About This Game

From the makers of the 2012 Game of the Year: The Walking Dead, comes a gritty, violent and mature thriller based on the
award-winning Fables comic books (DC Comics/Vertigo). As Bigby Wolf - THE big bad wolf - you will discover that a brutal,
bloody murder is just a taste of things to come in a game series where your every decision can have enormous consequences.

An evolution of Telltale's ground-breaking choice and consequence game mechanics will ensure the player learns that even as
Bigby Wolf, Sheriff of Fabletown, life in the big bad city is bloody, terrifying and dangerous.

Over a season of content spanning across 5 episodes:

Episode 1: Faith - Available Now
Episode 2: Smoke and Mirrors - Available Now

Episode 3: A Crooked Mile - Available Now
Episode 4: In Sheep's Clothing - Available Now

Episode 5: Cry Wolf - Available Now

Key Features

From the team that brought you 2012 Game of the Year, The Walking Dead

Based on the Eisner Award-winning Fables comic book series
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Now, it’s not only WHAT you choose to do that will affect your story, but WHEN you choose to do it

A mature and gritty take on characters from fairytales, legends and folklore who have escaped into our world

A perfect place to begin your Fables journey, even if you’ve not read the comics; this game is set before the events seen
in the first issue
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Title: The Wolf Among Us
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Telltale Games
Publisher:
Telltale Games
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3

Processor: Core 2 Duo 2GHz or equivalent

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or NVidia card w/ 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X 9.0c sound device

Additional Notes: Not recommended for Intel integrated graphics

English
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A Disney movie for big boys and girls.
Fantastic story, great characters, typical Telltale [rip] goodness.

8\/10 for sure. Probably not much point to this review as it seems telltale products are getting pulled from Steam. But here goes
anyway! (Do yourself a favor and get some of them if you still can!)

Unfortunately the sequel won't happen now, but....

The story in this is fine. It doesn't require a sequel so don't let that turn you away. It maintains the high standards that Telltale set
with their other games. I'm not sure it's quite as good as Tales from the Borderlands but it's on par with The Walking Dead or
their Batman stories. The voice-over, music, and ambiance is spectacularly done. The story is pretty good if not excellent. I did
enjoy their take on combining characters from various fables though. I also enjoyed the choice variation. Some choices are hard
to make, some easy, but they do change the story a bit. I can't say if anything dramatically changes the outcome as I only played
it through once and was satisfied with it.

+ Story
+ Sound\/Music
+ Art and graphics
+ Choice variation
+ Achievements trip and work properly

- Achievements require more than one play-through. Unusual for Telltale and caught me by surprise a bit.

Overall not much to say negative. I suppose it could have been longer. At 8-9 hrs it seems shorter than most of the other Telltale
products I've played.. It's sad that there won't be sequel to this game, as this is one of the only great games Tell Tale has made. In
fact, it is the best game by Telltale. A great dark-fairy tale story that I highly recommend.. One of the best games I have ever
played, has a great story and surprisingly you can replay it a few times to explore all the options and not get bored. One of
telltale's best games, I highly recommend it.

10\/10
. This game is something else. There is nothing quite like it, and I wish I could have gotten so much more.. It's a pity that
Telltale went TU. I have always loved their games, and this one is no exception. Highly recommended! \u2665. Why oh why did
Telltale have to go bankrupt?! :( My heart literally broke as I found the news out while finishing The Wolf Among Us! I played
The Walking Dead first and loved it but this is on another level. The story is so intriguing and the mix of fairy tales, noir and
crime makes it so interesting! They definitely leave the game open to sequel but I guess that will never happen... unless another
developer buys it out? Let's hope so!
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Get it while it last!
How could I just discovered this game right now, this is a great game, great story. I can feel the vibe.
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